Head Injury Association of Northern Nevada
Contributors List

HIANN receives both In-Kind and Cash support for its programs from many collaborators, including government agencies, non-profit organizations, hospitals, churches, local businesses, and individuals. HIANN funding sources for all of its programs, events and activities include:

**In-Kind Contributors**

*Nevada Department of Transportation Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Board (NBPAB)*
Donates approximately 2,000 bicycle helmets annually to HIANN for fitting and distribution to area school children ($24,000 value). Also donates backpacks, reflective wrist bands, and other bicycle safety swag annually to HIANN for distribution to area children ($2,500 value)

*Lake Tahoe Communities*
Donates two one-week international timeshare vacations to HIANN for use in its fundraising activities. ($5,000 value)

*National AMBUCS, Inc*
Donates adaptive tricycles to HIANN for fitting and distribution to its members and other physically disabled individuals. ($25,000 value: $1,250 per bicycle x 20 bicycles)

*Galaxy Theatre-Carson City*
Donates space in its lobby to HIANN for one month to set up a display for brain injury awareness materials and bicycle helmet donations to its patrons. The Galaxy Theatre also donates a theatre for HIANN members’ exclusive use to attend a Movie Night event. (Value in excess of $2,500)

*Renown Health and Shepard of the Sierra Lutheran Church*
Donates space for HIANN meetings and other events. ($2,800 value)

*Hyatt, Harrah’s, Mont Bleu, and Hard Rock Resort and Casinos*
Donates food, lodging and entertainment packages annually to HIANN for use in its fundraising activities. ($1,250 value)
Achieve Tahoe
Donates scholarships to HIANN survivors who cannot afford to pay for the Adaptive Skiing and Water Sports events. ($1,200 value)

Bike Habitat
Donates bicycles and tune-up services annually to HIANN for use in its fundraising activities. ($750 value)

J. Hofert & Co.
Donates Christmas trees, lights and other decorations for HIANN’s Annual Holiday Party. ($750 value)

HIANN Board of Directors and Members
Donates numerous and significant raffle prizes for HIANN’s annual fundraiser. ($5,000 value)

Cash Contributors
Anonymous Individual Major Donors
$180,000 as general support for all HIANN programs, events and activities. Not to be used for administrative expenses or investments.

Brain Injury Association of Nevada (BIAN)
$13,000 as general support for HIANN. Funds came from dissolution of BIAN organization.

Renown Health
$1,000 Physical Activity and Nutrition grant for HIANN’s Physical Fitness Training and Wellness classes.

NV Energy Foundation
$500 Art and Cultural grant for HIANN’s Painting and Pottery classes.
$350 Dollars-for-Doers grant on behalf of NV Energy’s employee volunteers.

United Way of Northern Nevada and the Sierra
$1,000 from quarterly “payout” checks from NV Energy donor in the United Way Campaign.

Galaxy Theatre, Carson City
$1,000 from selling HIANN Raffle Tickets to patrons for HIANN’s annual fundraiser.